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Based on the calculated band structure, the electronic transport coefficients of chair-/boat-like

graphane were evaluated by using the semi-classical Boltzmann theory and rigid band model. The

maximum value of electrical conductivity for chair (boat)-like graphane of about 1.4 (0.6)� 1019

ðXmsÞ�1
is achieved at 600 K. The charge carrier concentration and the electrical conductivity line-

arly increase with increasing the temperature in agreement with the experimental work for gra-

phene. The investigated materials exhibit the highest value of Seebeck coefficient at 300 K. We

should emphasize that in the chemical potential between 70.125 l(eV) the investigated materials

exhibit minimum value of electronic thermal conductivity, therefore, maximum efficiency. As the

temperature increases, the electronic thermal conductivity increases exponentially, in agreement

with the experimental data of graphene. We also calculated the power factor of chair-/boat-like

graphane at 300 and 600 K as a function of chemical potential between 70.25 l(eV). VC 2015
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4922426]

I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, there is a focus on finding new

energy resources and novel promising materials that can

convert sun’s energy into electricity to open a new direction

for the ecologically friendly production of electrical energy.

Thermoelectric materials as novel power generators can

convert low grade heat into electricity, which appears to be

a promising solution due to their friendly environment use

and reasonable cost.1 In order to investigate and enhance

the thermoelectric properties, comprehensive research

works on several materials were carried on2–11 including

graphene. Graphene has unique thermal and thermoelectric

properties.12,13 It reveals excellent electrical conductivity,14

however, its exceedingly high thermal conductivity makes

the graphene as poor contestant for thermoelectric applica-

tions.15 On the other hand, different modifications can be

applied to graphene’s structure in order to reduce its ther-

mal conductivity and thus increase the figure of merit. In

order to improve the physical and chemical properties of

graphene, adsorption of different chemical species (CO,

N2O, NH3, and CO2) on its surface was investigated.16–19

The previous literature exposed that organic electron

donors,20 acceptors,21 or even DNA fragments22 can induce

considerable changes in the electronic structure of gra-

phene, which make it suitable for new devices with opti-

mized performances.

Several researchers modified graphene-based materials;

Sluiter and Kawazoe23 reported the existence of the hydro-

genated graphene called graphane. Afterwards, Elias et al.24

synthesized the graphane by exposure of the graphene sheet

to the hydrogen plasma. Since then, several new configura-

tions were proposed for the newly discovered graphane,

among the several configurations (stirrup, boat-1, boat-2,

twisted-boat, chair), graphane is most stable in the chair-like

configuration.23,25 He et al.26 reported that the hexagonal

hydrocarbon ring is the most stable of the five graphane allo-

tropes. Therefore, in this study we will focus on the compari-

son of the thermoelectric properties between the most stable

configuration (chair-like) and one of the not so stable configu-

ration (boat-like). Karlicky et al.27,28 calculated the electronic

structure and energy band gaps of graphane and stoichiomet-

rically halogenated graphene derivatives (fluorographene and

other analogous graphene halides) using the hybrid functional

with localized orbital basis sets. Ni et al.29 studied the ther-

moelectric property of graphane strips by using density

functional theory (DFT) calculations combined with the non-

equilibrium Green’s function method. They reported that

figure of merit (ZT) can be remarkably enhanced five times

by randomly introducing hydrogen vacancies to the graphene

nanoribbon derivatives armchair graphane nanoribbons.

To investigate the thermoelectric properties of chair-like

and boat-like graphane, we think that it is timely to perform

first-principles calculations using the state-of-the-art full-

potential augmented plane wave plus local orbitals approach

(FP�LAPWþ lo) based on the density functional theory and

the semi-classical Boltzmann theory as implemented in the

BoltzTraP code.30 We should emphasize that we are not

aware of any theoretical or experiment work on the transport

properties of these materials. This motivated us to calculate

the thermoelectric properties of chair-like and boat-like

graphane. Future experimental work will help testify our cal-

culated results.
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II. DETAILS OF CALCULATION

The chair-like graphane has P-3m1 (trigonal) space group,

while the boat-like graphane has Pmmn (orthorhombic) space

group. The crystal structure of both configurations is illustrated

in Fig. 1. The state-of-the-art FPLAPWþ lo method in a scalar

relativistic version as embodied in the WIEN2k code31 was

used. Using the Perdew-Becke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized

gradient approximation (GGA-PBE),32 we have optimized the

structure by minimization of the forces (1 mRy/au) acting on

the atoms. From the relaxed geometry, the electronic structure

and various spectroscopic features can be calculated and com-

pared with experimental data. Once the forces are minimized

in this construction one can then find the self-consistent density

at these positions by turning off the relaxations and driving the

system to self-consistency. To solve the exchange correlation

potential, we have used Ceperley-Alder (CA) local density

approximation (LDA)33 and GGA-PBE, which are based on

exchange-correlation energy optimization to calculate the total

energy. In addition, to avoid LDA and GGA band gap’s under-

estimation, we have used Engel-Vosko generalized gradient

approximation (EVGGA),34 which optimizes the correspond-

ing potential for electronic band structure calculations. The

Kohn-Sham equations are solved using a basis of linear

APWs. The potential and charge density in the muffin-tin

(MT) spheres are expanded in spherical harmonics with

lmax¼ 8 and nonspherical components up to lmax¼ 6. In the in-

terstitial region, the potential and the charge density are repre-

sented by Fourier series. Self-consistency is obtained using

5000 k
*

points in the irreducible Brillouin zone (IBZ). We have

calculated the transport properties using 11 560 k
*

points in the

IBZ. The convergence of the total energy in the self-consistent

calculations is taken with respect to the total charge of the sys-

tem with a tolerance 0.0001 electron charges. We have used

the semi-classical Boltzmann theory as incorporated in

BoltzTraP code30 to calculate the thermoelectric properties

like carrier concentration (n), Seebeck coefficient (S), electrical

conductivity (r=s), electronic thermal conductivity (je), and

the electronic power factor (S2r=s) as a function of chemical

potential at two constant temperatures (300 and 600) K. The

constant relaxation time approximation and the rigid band

approximation were used in the calculations.30 BoltzTrap code

depends on a well tested smoothed Fourier interpolation to

obtain an analytical expression of bands. This is based on the

fact that the electrons contributing to transport are in a narrow

energy range due to the delta-function like Fermi broadening.

For such a narrow energy range, the relaxation time is nearly

the same for the electrons. The accuracy of this method has

been well tested earlier, and the method actually turns out to

be a good approximation.30,35–38 The temperature dependence

of the energy band structure is ignored. The formula of the

transport coefficients as a function of temperature and chemi-

cal potential is given somewhere else.30,39 To gain high ther-

moelectric efficiency, it is important that the material

possesses high electrical conductivity, large Seebeck coeffi-

cient, and low thermal conductivity.40

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Salient features of the electronic band structures

The reliable transport properties can be obtained from

accurately calculated electronic structure. Since the electronic

band structure is the keynote factor for calculating the

FIG. 1. The calculated electronic band

structure for chair-like and boat-like

graphane, the conduction band maxi-

mum is highlighted by red color and

the valence band minimum by blue

color just for identification. The chair-

like conformer has P-3m1 (trigonal)

space group with unit cell a¼ 2.516 Å,

b¼ 2.516 Å, and c¼ 4.978 Å, whereas

the boat-like conformer has Pmmn
(orthorhombic) space group with unit

cell a¼ 4.272 Å, b¼ 2.505 Å, and

c¼ 4.976 Å. Therefore, different high-

symmetry points in the Brillouin zone

(BZ) of chair-like conformer (P-3m1

trigonal space group) than the boat-

like conformer (Pmmn orthorhombic

space group).

225104-2 A. H. Reshak J. Appl. Phys. 117, 225104 (2015)
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transport properties of the materials, thus let us recall the

main features of the electronic band structure of chair-like

and boat-like graphane. The electronic band structure along

the high symmetry directions for the chair-like and boat-like

graphane is shown in Fig. 1. It is clear that for both configura-

tions the conduction band minimum (CBM) and the valence

band maximum (VBM) are located at C point the center of

the Brillouin zone (BZ), resulting in a direct band gap. The

values of the energy gaps are 2.69 (3.02) eV using LDA, 3.02

(3.37) eV for GGA, and 3.60 (3.90) eV using EVGGA for

chair-like (boat-like). To the best of our knowledge, there are

no experimental data for the energy band gaps available in

the literature to make a meaningful comparison. However,

we can compare our calculated energy gaps using EVGGA

with the previous theoretical calculations 3.49 eV (Ref. 26)

and 3.50 eV (Ref. 25) for chair-like and 3.37 eV (Ref. 26) and

3.70 eV (Ref. 25) for boat-like, which show reasonable agree-

ment. Future experimental work will testify our calculated

results. This is mainly due to the fact that LDA and GGA

have simple forms that are not sufficiently flexible to accu-

rately reproduce both the exchange-correlation energy and its

charge derivative. Engel and Vosko considered this short-

coming and constructed a new functional form of GGA that

is able to better reproduce the exchange potential at the

expense of less agreement in the exchange energy. Thus,

EVGGA yields better band splitting and some other proper-

ties that mainly depend on the accuracy of the exchange-

correlation potential. Therefore, we have decided to show the

results obtained by EVGGA.

B. Transport properties

1. Electrical conductivity

Increasing the temperature of the materials cause to

increase the kinetic energy of the electrons. This lead to

immigrate the electrons to the cold side resulting in an electric

current. In order to have the highest electrical conductivity,

high mobility carriers are required. The electrical conductivity

(r ¼ nel) is directly proportional to the charge carriers den-

sity (n) and their mobility (l), where (le ¼ ese=m�e and

lp ¼ psp=m�p) materials with small effective masses possess

high mobility. The total carrier concentration is defined as the

difference between the hole and the electron concentration.

The electron and holes carrier concentration are defined as41

p ¼ 2

X

ð

BZ

ð

VB

1� f0 T; e; lð Þ½ �Dv eð Þde; (1)

e ¼ 2

X

ð

BZ

ð

CB

f0 T; e; lð ÞDc eð Þde: (2)

In the above equation, the integral is performed over the

BZ as well as over conduction band (CB) for electrons (e) or

valence band (VB) for holes (p) and X is the volume of unit

cell, where DvðeÞ and DcðeÞ are the density of states of the

valence and the conduction bands.

The charge carriers concentration of chair-/boat-like

graphane as a function of temperature is illustrated in Fig.

2(a). It is clear that the charge carrier concentration linearly

increases with increasing the temperature in agreement with

the experimental work for graphene.42 That means both con-

figurations of the fully hydrogenated graphene (graphane)

kept the same trend as the graphene. Chair-like graphane

exhibits the highest carrier concentration along the tempera-

ture scale. The carrier concentration of chair (boat)-like

graphane is about 0.0075 (0.007) e=uc at 600 K and 0.00065

(0.0003) e=uc at 50 K.

Fig. 2(b) illustrated the electrical conductivity of chair-

like and boat-like graphane as a function of temperatures for

fixed chemical potential. It is clear that the electrical conduc-

tivity increases linearly with increasing the temperatures43 in

agreement with the earlier theoretical work by Hwang and

Das Sarma44 and the experimental work of Efetov and

Kim42 for graphene. As the temperature increases, r=s rap-

idly increases. The relaxation time is taken to be direction in-

dependent and isotropic.45 The maximum value of electrical

conductivity of chair (boat)-like graphane is about 1.4

(0.6)� 1019 ðXmsÞ�1
at 600 K, while it is 0.08(0.04)� 1019

ðXmsÞ�1
at 50 K.

FIG. 2. (a) The calculated carrier concentration as a function of temperature for chair-like and boat-like graphane. (b) The calculated electrical conductivity as

a function of temperature for chair-like and boat-like graphane.

225104-3 A. H. Reshak J. Appl. Phys. 117, 225104 (2015)
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2. Seebeck coefficient

Seebeck coefficient (S) or thermopower is related to the

electronic structure of the materials. The sign of S indicates

the type of dominant charge carrier, positive S represents the

p-type materials, whereas n-type materials have negative S.

The Seebeck coefficients of chair-like and boat-like vs chemi-

cal potential at 300 and 600 K are presented in Figs. 3(a) and

3(b). One can see in the vicinity of EF that the Seebeck coeffi-

cient exhibits two pronounced peaks for n-/p-type graphane.

It has been found that these materials exhibit the highest

value of Seebeck coefficient at 300 K of about 290 ðlV=KÞ
and 280 ðlV=KÞ for p-type, while for n-type it is about 280

ðlV=KÞ and 270 ðlV=KÞ for chair-like and boat like, respec-

tively. The critical points of Seebeck coefficient for p-type

and n-type are �0.125 and þ0.125 l(eV), the range where

FIG. 3. The calculated Seebeck coefficient as a function of chemical potential at two constant temperatures 300 and 600 K for chair-like and boat-like graphane.

FIG. 4. (a) and (b) The calculated electronic thermal conductivity as a function of chemical potential at two constant temperatures 300 and 600 K for chair-like

and boat-like graphane. (c) The calculated electronic thermal conductivity as a function of temperature for chair-like and boat-like graphane.

225104-4 A. H. Reshak J. Appl. Phys. 117, 225104 (2015)
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the materials exhibit good thermoelectric properties, and

beyond this range the Seebeck coefficient is zero. We should

emphasize that Wei et al.46 experimentally observed that the

Seebeck coefficient (S) in graphene depends on the carrier

density as n�
1
2, and shows a linear dependence with T at very

low temperatures and the phonon drag contribution to the

total S is a negligible.

3. Electronic thermal conductivity

For designing efficient thermoelectric devices, materi-

als with low thermal conductivity are required in order to

maintain the temperature gradient. The thermal conductivity

(k ¼ ke þ kl) consists of electronic (electrons and holes

transporting heat) and phonon (phonons traveling through

the lattice) contributions, BoltzTraP calculates only the

electronic part. The electronic thermal conductivity for

chair-like and boat-like as a function of chemical potential

for two different temperatures was presented in Figs. 4(a)

and 4(b). We should emphasize that in the chemical poten-

tial between 70.125 l(eV), the investigated materials ex-

hibit minimum value of thermal conductivity. Therefore,

70.125 l(eV) is the region where chair-like and boat-like

graphane is expected to give its maximum efficiency. The

thermal conductivity values for p-type and n-type chair-like

and boat-like at 300 and 600 K are presented in Table I,

which show that the thermal conductivity of n-type has

lower values than that of p-type.

TABLE I. The maximum values of the electronic thermal conductivity at 60.25 l(eV).

Chair-like graphane Boat-like graphane

Temperature p-type (�1015) (W/Kms) n-type (�1015) (W/Kms) p-type (�1015) (W/Kms) n-type (�1015) (W/Kms)

300 K 3.34 2.02 3.98 1.97

600 K 6.47 4.09 7.93 3.89

FIG. 5. (a) and (b) The calculated power factor as a function of chemical potential at two constant temperatures 300 and 600 K for chair-like and boat-like

graphane. (c) The calculated power factor as a function of temperature for chair-like and boat-like graphane.

225104-5 A. H. Reshak J. Appl. Phys. 117, 225104 (2015)
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The thermal electronic conductivity of chair-like and

boat-like graphane as a function of temperature is plotted in

Fig. 4(c); it is clear that at low temperatures ke is zero, as T
increases the ke increases exponentially in agreement with

the experimental data of graphene.42 The highest value of ke

for chair (boat)-like graphane of about 3.5(2.0)� 1014

ðW=mKsÞ is achieved at 600 K.

4. Power factor

Using the existence information on the Seebeck coeffi-

cient (S) and the electrical conductivity (r=s), one can obtain

the power factor (P ¼ S2r=s). It is clear that the power factor

is directly proportional to Seebeck coefficient and electrical

conductivity. The power factor comes as a numerator in the

figure of merit relation (ZT ¼ S2rT=j), therefore, it is very

important quantity for calculating the transport properties of

the materials. We have calculated the power factor of chair-/

boat-like graphane at 300 and 600 K as a function of chemical

potential between 70.25 l(eV) as illustrated in Figs. 5(a) and

5(b). At the vicinity of Fermi level, the power factor exhibits

the minimum values that are attributed to fact that r shows

the minimum values in the vicinity of Fermi level and beyond

that the power factor increases rapidly to form pronounced

peak for p-type of chair-/boat-like graphane. The power factor

of chair-like graphane exhibits a peak at around �0.24 l(eV),

whereas for boat-like graphane the peak is situated at �0.126

l(eV) for both temperatures. In addition, we have calculated

power factor of chair-/boat-like graphane vs temperature as

shown in Fig. 5(c). We noticed that the power factor is line-

arly dependent on temperature. The highest values of power

factor for chair (boat)-like graphane is about 3.7(2.6)� 1011

ðmW=mK2Þ at 600 K and of about 0.3(0.12)� 1011

ðmW=mK2Þ at 50 K.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The state-of-the-art FPLAPWþ lo method in a scalar

relativistic version as embodied in the WIEN2k code was

used to obtain accurately calculated electronic structure for

chair-like and boat-like graphane (fully hydrogenated gra-

phene). The electronic transport coefficients were evaluated

by using the semi-classical Boltzmann theory and rigid band

model. The charge carrier concentration and the electrical

conductivity linearly increase with increasing the tempera-

ture in agreement with the experimental work for graphene.

The highest values of the charge carrier concentration and

the electrical conductivity are achieved at 600 K. The highest

value of Seebeck coefficient is about 290 ðlV=KÞ and 280

ðlV=KÞ for p-type, while for n-type it is 280 ðlV=KÞ and

270 ðlV=KÞ for chair-like and boat like, respectively. These

values were achieved at 300 K. We should emphasize that

for the chemical potential between 70.125 l(eV) the investi-

gated materials exhibit minimum value of thermal conduc-

tivity. Therefore, 70.125 l(eV) is the region where chair-

like and boat-like graphane expected to give its maximum

efficiency. The power factor of chair-/boat-like graphane at

300 and 600 K was calculated as a function of chemical

potential between 70.25 l(eV). The power factor of chair-

like graphane exhibits a peak at around �0.24 l(eV),

whereas for boat-like graphane the peak is situated at

�0.126 l(eV) for 300 and 600 K. The highest power factor

occurs at 600 K, thereafter it decreases with decreasing the

temperature.
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